Managing
Massachusetts Government:
Progress to Date
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Introduction
To the Citizens of the Commonwealth:
In many ways, the Massachusetts economic success story is a national model. One
important part of this story deserves more attention: the improved management
of our state government.
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Over the past three years, all state managers, under the Governor 's leadership, have
made a determined effort to use the state's resources wisely and carefully, to deliver
services more efficiently, and to pursue new and innovative ways to meet public
needs. As a result, we have saved money, improved services, and increased pro
ductivity. Because of these efforts, we have generated more than$350 million in
?_
additional resources-through savings and the more aggressive collection of
federal reimbursements-which have made it possible for us to provide both better
services and tax relief. For example:
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• By making the most of the opportunity presented by the deregulated
telephone industry, Massachusetts has both gained better telephone service
and saved more than $3 million annually;
• By remembering the lessons of the energy crises of the 1970s and planning
more energy efficient operations, the state has saved more than$7.6 million
annually;
• By increasing the number of businesses bidding on state jobs and acting as a
more attractive client for contractors to do business with, the state created a
more competitive purchasing environment and saved more than$26 million
since 1983; and
• By demonstrating that services the state provides to human service clients are
eligible for federal reimbursements, the state has increased revenues by nearly
$170 million since 1983.
These are only a few of the Massachusetts managerial successes that are part of our
larger effort to create opportunity for every citizen in the Commonwealth. We in
state government are proud of these efforts; they are an important yardstick of how
well we are doing the job of delivering quality, cost-effective services.
There is clearly more that can be done. We will continue to be challenged by the
scale and complexity of Massachusetts state government, an enterprise that in
cludes over 200 agencies that spend over $9 billion annually in the delivery of
public services ranging from day care for children and home care for the elderly
ii

to the enforcement of drunk driving laws and the disposal of hazardous wastes.
Despite the work that we still need to do, it is nonetheless valuable to pause and
measure our progress. Therefore, we have prepared this set of reports to document
our success to date and specify where we plan to make further improvements in
the management of state government.
Those who take the time to read these reports will find much useful information,
much to be proud of, and much to praise. For all that remains to be done,
Massachusetts is today at the vanguard of the nation in innovative management.
The men and women who have done such an outstanding job of meeting the day
to-day responsibility of delivering timely, efficient, effective, and compassionate
services deserve the continued encouragement of all the people of Massachusetts.
State government's strides are due to them; the progress that will come in the years
ahead will be the result of their continued efforts. Together we are building a Com
monwealth where there truly is opportunity for all.

Frank T. Keefe, Secretary
Executive Office for
Administration and Finance
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Executive
Summary
Although all state agencies provide service to the Commonwealth's citizens, some
deal more directly and regularly with the public. Those that do must regularly
assess the quality and accessibility of their services. In recent years, several agencies
have upgraded the quality, responsiveness, and quantity of their services, as sum
marized here.
Tax Collections and Returns: To provide taxpayers with more prompt and
courteous service, the Department of Revenue has improved its tax preparation,
collection, and return procedures.
Driver's License and Vehicle Registration: The Registry of Motor Vehicles has
streamlined the process of obtaining a driver's license and registering a vehicle.
Its efforts have yielded annual savings of more than $82, 000.
Transit Information: To provide more timely and comprehensive information
to its passengers, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority has enlarged its
Information Center staff and acquired new telephone equipment.
Transit Pass Sales: To encourage transit pass purchases and thus alleviate rush
hour jams for the purchase of tokens, the MBTA has opened a sales office in a se
cond subway station and expanded its sales distribution network. It has also
adopted new pass payment options for passengers.

Tax Collections
and Returns
The Department of Revenue (DOR) has received much attention recently for its
efforts to crack down on tax evaders. At the same time, however, it has instituted
a number of measures to provide prompt and efficient service to honest, on-time
taxpayers. DOR's goal has been to encourage and reward them with excellent ser
vice, and, when warranted, swift refunds.

State Action
Taxpayer Assistance Bureau: The Taxpayer Assistance Bureau (TPA) is at the
center of DOR's efforts to treat taxpayers as "valued customers." The Bureau moved
to more spacious offices in 1984, improved staff training, and initiated outreach
programs to increase its visibility and effectiveness in assisting taxpayers.
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Tax Collections and Returns
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TPA is equipped to handle calls, letters, and office visits from taxpayers seeking
help in preparing their tax returns. Between the 1984 and 1985 tax seasons, the
Bureau installed facilities to allow office access to handicapped taxpayers, offered
assistance in eight languages, developed special programs for the sight or hearing
impaired, added telephones for more prompt service, automated many of its ac
tivities, and used a van-the taxmobile-to bring assistance to taxpayers across the
state. The following table shows the increase in TPA services from 1984 to 1985.
,· -·
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Taxpayer Inquiries Processed
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1984 Tax Season

1985 Tax Season

Counter Assistance
Phone Inquiries
Taxmobile Assistance
Outreach Assistance

121,332
266,770
2,193
28,132

149,235
346,326
3,602
25,749

Total Taxpayer Inquiries

418,427

524,912

Tax For1ns Revision: For citizens to pay their taxes, they must first understand
how to do so. For too long, the state's basic tax forms were unnecessarily com
plicated and hard to understand. In 1984, DOR developed a shorter, simpler,
and clearer form-Form ABC-to help taxpayers. In 1985, it expanded in
come thresholds from $40,000 to $60,000 for Form ABC. This meant that
nearly two million persons or households with incomes under $60,000 could use
the simplified form. DOR also revised the basic income tax form-Form
1-for the first time in two decades. Form 1 serves the balance of the state's resi
dent income taxpayers and must reflect the complexities of the tax statutes. Finally,
in 1985 DOR introduced a shorter and simpler corporate excise tax form-Form
SBC. This form makes it easier for small businesses to comply with complex cor
porate tax laws.
With input from a broad range of departmental personnel and outside advisers
across the state, DOR rewrote the forms in the simplest possible language and add
ed graphics, examples, and colors. These revised forms have made paying taxes
far less arduous for the taxpayers of the Commonwealth, and many have called or
written DOR to express their satisfaction with the new forms.
Rapid Tax Refunds: DOR issues more than 1. 7 million refund·checks annually
totaling more than $275 million. T hese refund monies belong to the tax
payers,and in 1984 DOR initiated an aggressive campaign to distribute tax
refunds as quickly as possible. All taxpayers who had filed a complete and cor
rect form by April 15 received their refund by the end ofJune-seven weeks earlier
than the year before. In 1985, taxpayers received refunds by June 3, nearly four
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weeks earlier than the record 1984 performance. Moreover, nearly 90% of these
people had their refund within 20 days of filing . And in 1986, DOR improved on
its 1985 performance by issuing all refunds by May 15. The following graph shows
DOR's success since 1983 in shortening the refund processing period for taxpayers.

Refund Processing Time
Year
1983
1984
1985
1986
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DOR has also speeded up the corporate refund process. By automating the cor
porate tax collection system, DOR reduced the time for processing cor
porate tax returns from 68 to 6 weeks in 1985.

Contact
For more information on the state's tax collection and returns procedures, con
tact Ira A. Jackson, Commissioner, Department of Revenue (617)727-4201.

Driver's License and
Vehicle Registration
Whether obtaining a learner's permit , renewing a driver's license, or register
ing a car, most adult citizens of Massachusetts have regular dealings with the
Registry of Motor Vehicles. In recent years, the Registry has streamlined its licen
sing and registration procedures to improve service to the large number of
citizens who depend on it.

State Action
One-Stop Registration: Until 1984., vehicle registration was a three-stop pro
cess. Consumers would enter a Registry office and wait in line 1 to pay a motor
vehicle sales tax; next , they would go to line 2 and wait to have an application
for registration fee noted; finally, they would go to line 3 and wait to pay a
registration fee.
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In 1984, the Registry adopted a one-stop registration system at all
Registry offices. Now a consumer waits in a single line, similar to that in a bank,
and upon reaching the front of the line, is served by the next available officer, who
handles all three transactions. The new system benefits the Registry as well as the
consumer. It gives each Registry office greater scheduling flexibility; because all
employees perform all functions, a Registry office can adjust staffing according1:
to customer demands.
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Driver's License Testing: In the past, motor vehicle law tests were oral exams
given only in English. The exams were administered immediately before the road
test for a license. Administering oral, English-only exams caused two distinct pro
blems. First, because grades were based on the examiner's interpretation of the
response, the public viewed the grading system as arbitrary and unfair. Second, , �t
nearly 30% of all applicants failed the oral exams-often because of the language
barrier-and therefore could not take their scheduled road test. Because the
number of Registry examiners available to administer road tests.
was based on the number of road exams scheduled, staffing often exceeded
requirements.
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In April 1983, the Registry introduced a written examination that is of
fered in 21 languages. Switching to a written exam has eliminated the percep
tion of arbitrary grading, and offering the exam in multiple languages has
eliminated the language barrier. The exam failure rate has dropped from 30% to
10% since these changes were instituted.
In addition, the Registry began administering the exam prior to issuing learner'si
permits instead of prior to road tests. As a result, the Registry can administer all·
road examinations scheduled, and thus employ its staff more efficiently. The more�
efficient utilization of staff has yielded annual savings of more than $82,000.

Contact
For more information on license and registration procedures, contact Alan A.
Mackey, Registrar of Motor Vehicles (617)727-3700.
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Transit

Information
The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) serves a population of
more than 2. 5 million people in eastern Massachusetts. It operates subways, buses,
commuter trains, and lift-equipped van service and carries more than 530,000
riders each business day, or more than 170 million persons annually.
Subway lines cover more than 72 miles and serve 122 stations; 152 bus routes cover
700 miles; and commuter trains serve 82 train stations. Given the scope of its ser
vices, the MBTA must be able to respond to a large number of inquiries about routes
and schedules. Since 1983, it has expanded its public information capacity to meet
growing demands.

:-itateAction
In 1983, five full-time operators staffed the MBTA's Telephone Information Center,
which took calls from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays. However, the MBTA system
runs from 5 a.m. to 1 a.m., seven days per week. Thus the information center was
closed for much of the time that the system was in service.
Since 1984, the MBTA has added 11 part-time operators, and the Center
operates until 11 p.m. on weeknights and from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
weekends. The increased staffing has allowed the MBTA to increase the Center's
hours from 29% to 63% of the time the system is in service.
The MBTA has also planned improvements in the Center's telephone system. First,
it will introduce a recorded service phone line to respond to routine ques
tions and to supply information on travel alternatives during emergen
cies. All calls will first be channeled through this recording, and passengers
needing additional information will then be connected to an operator. The record
ed service will allow operators to respond more promptly to a greater number of
more detailed inquiries.
Second, the MBTA will install an automatic call distribution system that
will queue calls to the next available operator. This system should improve
efficiency by evenly distributing calls, thereby reducing waiting time for operator
assistance. The MBTA expects to complete installation of both systems by late 1986.
Finally, the MBTA is computerizing the Information Center's operations.
When implementation is completed in 1987, operators will be able to give
passengers information generated by a computer, which will include directions
plotted on a map and imaged on a screen for the operator to furnish faster, more
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Transit Information
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efficient service to riders. The operator will then verbally transmit these directions
to the passengers.

Contact
-________________
J'f,�
For more information on the MBTA's transit information program, contact Timothy
F. Gens, Director of Development and Public Affairs, MBTA (617)722-3301.
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Transit Pass
Sales
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Many of the 530,000 passengers riding the MBTA each day are regular commuters
traveling to and from work or school; nearly two-thirds of all employees who com
mute to downtown Boston travel by mass transit. Commuters, students, and shoppers depend on public transportation as their primary mode of travel.

I

During the mid-1970s, the MBTA introduced a transit pass program for these commuters. Regular riders could purchase at a discount a monthly pass good for1,
1
unlimited travel on specified service routes (buses only, buses and trains, and so
on). Passengers no longer had to stand in long lines to make daily purchases of1/
tokens, tickets, or bus fares. The program relieved rush-hour congestion, increased. 1
the funds available for short-term investments, and reduced the amount of cash!
handled daily in collectors' booths and buses.

State Action
Because the program has been so successful, the MBTA introduced a number::
of marketing innovations in 1985 and 1986 to increase pass sales.
First, the MBTA opened a second pass sales office at the Government Center sta-:
tion for the convenience of subway passengers riding the Blue and Green Lines.!
The availability of this second location has shortened the lines at the MBTA's other:
sales office, located at the Washington Street station.
i

Second, passengers can now order passes by mail and pay with a check or credit,
card. This option removes them from the sales office lines entirely.
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Third, passengers can buy an annual pass instead of making 12 monthly pass pur
chases.
Fourth, passengers can buy a pro-rated pass, on any day of the month, good for
some portion of the month. In the past, they could purchase a monthly pass only
during the last two days of one month and the first three days of the following
month.
And finally, in November 1985, to further relieve congestion at pass sales offices,
the MBTA opened 11 new sales facilities at post offices in Boston, Brookline, Cam
bridge, and Quincy.
I

Contact
For more information about the MBTA pass sales program, contact Timothy F.
Gens, Director of Development and Public Affairs, MBTA (617)722-3301.
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